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- Fair Labor Standards Act Advisor

Volunteers

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) defines employment very broadly, i.e., "to suffer or permit to work."
However, the Supreme Court has made it clear that the FLSA was not intended "to stamp all persons as
employees who without any express or implied compensation agreement might work for their own advantage on
the premises of another." In administering the FLSA, the Department of Labor follows this judicial guidance in
the case of individuals serving as unpaid volunteers in various community services. Individuals who volunteer
or donate their services, usually on a part-time basis, for public service, religious or humanitarian objectives, not
as employees and without contemplation of pay, are not considered employees of the religious, charitable or
similar non-profit organizations that receive their service.

For example, members of civic organizations may help out in a sheltered workshop; men's or women's
organizations may send members or students into hospitals or nursing homes to provide certain personal
services for the sick or elderly; parents may assist in a school library or cafeteria as a public duty to maintain
effective services for their children or they may volunteer to drive a school bus to carry a football team or school
band on a trip. Similarly, an individual may volunteer to perform such tasks as driving vehicles or folding
bandages for the Red Cross, working with disabled children or disadvantaged youth, helping in youth programs
as camp counselors, scoutmasters, den mothers, providing child care assistance for needy working mothers,
soliciting contributions or participating in benefit programs for such organizations and volunteering other
services needed to carry out their charitable, educational, or religious programs.

Under the FLSA, employees may not volunteer services to for-profit private sector employers. On the other
hand, in the vast majority of circumstances, individuals can volunteer services to public sector employers. When
Congress amended the FLSA in 1985, it made clear that people are allowed to volunteer their services to public
agencies and their community with but one exception - public sector employers may not allow their employees to
volunteer, without compensation, additional time to do the same work for which they are employed. There is no
prohibition on anyone employed in the private sector from volunteering in any capacity or line of work in the
public sector.

For information about independent contractors and trainees (including School-to-Work programs) or to find out
whether you are covered by the FLSA, click on the underlined text.

Remember that some employees are exempt from various provisions of the law. To explore the broad categories
of these exemptions or to obtain further information about the FLSA, click on the underlined text.

For more information, please contact your local Wage and Hour District Office.

Please click on the Back button to return to the Advisor.

http://www.dol.gov/whd/regs/compliance/whdfs7.htm
http://www.dol.gov/elaws/esa/flsa/docs/publicvol.asp
http://www.dol.gov/elaws/esa/flsa/docs/contractors.asp
http://www.dol.gov/elaws/esa/flsa/docs/trainees.asp
http://www.dol.gov/elaws/esa/flsa/scope/screen10.asp
http://www.dol.gov/elaws/esa/flsa/screen75.asp
http://www.dol.gov/elaws/esa/flsa/screen7.asp
http://www.dol.gov/whd/america2.htm
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

1996 DOLWH LEXIS 26

July 18, 1996

JUDGES: Maria Echaveste, Administrator

OPINION:

[*1]
This is in response to your letter requesting an opinion within the meaning of Section 10 of the Portal-to-Portal Act, 29
U.S.C. § 259 (1985) on behalf of your client, a mail order company offering general merchandise to the public through a
catalog. You are seeking an opinion as to the application of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) to groups who wish to
"volunteer" their services to your client.

You state that your client, in an effort to provide enhanced customer service, offered gift-wrapping services to
customers in the four to six-week period preceding the 1995 Christmas season by utilizing temporary employees. The
gift wrapping must be done on the premises of the client so as not to slow the delivery process.

Your client is again considering offering gift-wrapping services during the 1996 pre-Christmas holiday season. Several
non-profit community and church groups have offered to provide volunteer members to do the gift-wrapping for your
client. These groups have also expressed a hope that your client would donate a sum of money to the group; and one or
more of the groups have suggested that the donation be equated to a per package [*2] amount. Your client does not
plan to control the hours of the volunteers, will not directly supervise them, will only establish general rules of conduct,
and will permit use of restrooms and breakroom facilities to the volunteers. Furthermore, your client believes that these
volunteers do not fall within the definition of employees under the FLSA and, thus, feels no obligation to pay than
directly for their time worked.

Please note that we have a longstanding policy of limiting volunteer status to those individuals performing charitable
activities for not-for-profit organizations. In order for the FLSA to apply, an employment relationship must exist. The
FLSA defines the term "employ" as including "to suffer or permit to work." However, the Supreme Court has made it
clear that the FLSA was not intended "to stamp all persons as employees who, without any express or implied
compensation agreement, might work for their own advantage on the premises of another." In administering the FLSA,
the Department of Labor follows this judicial guidance in the case of individuals serving as unpaid volunteers in various
community services. Individuals who volunteer or donate their services, usually [*3] on a part-time basis, for public
service, religious, or humanitarian objectives, not as employees and without contemplation of pay, are not considered
employees of the religious, charitable, and similar not-for-profit organizations which receive their services.
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It is our opinion that the groups in question would be employees of your client and not volunteers, as discussed above.
Their services would not in themselves contribute to community or religious programs; instead the services are going to
a profit-seeking company. It makes no difference that the groups have agreed that payment should; go to their
community organizations or churches. The groups intend to contribute an amount of money, not services, to their
organizations. The groups are selling their services to your client in order to earn that money. Therefore, your client
would be responsible for complying with the monetary provisions of the FLSA, as discussed in the enclosed "Handy
Reference Guide to the Fair Labor Standards Act."

This opinion is based exclusively on the facts and circumstances described in your request and is given on the basis of
your representation, explicit or implied, that you have provided a full [*4] and fair description of all the facts and
circumstances which would be pertinent to our consideration of the question presented. Existence of any other factual or
historical background not contained in your request might require a different conclusion than the one expressed herein.
You have also represented that this opinion is not sought on behalf of a client or firm which is under investigation by
the Wage and Hour Division, or which is in litigation with respect to, or subject to the terms of any 'agreement or order
applying, of requiring compliance with, the provisions of the FLSA.

We trust that the above information is responsive to your inquiry.

Sincerely,

Legal Topics:

For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Contracts LawSales of GoodsForm, Formation & ReadjustmentFormationOffer & AcceptanceEstate, Gift & Trust
LawPersonal GiftsElements of Valid GiftsGeneral OverviewLabor & Employment LawEmployment
RelationshipsGeneral Overview
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

1996 DOLWH LEXIS 22

June 28, 1996

JUDGES: Daniel F. Sweeney, Office of Enforcement Policy, Fair Labor Standards Team

OPINION:

[*1]
This is in response to your letter requesting an opinion as to the treatment of certain volunteers under the Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA).

You state that you represent a not-for-profit hospital which utilizes volunteers. These volunteers generally perform
functions related to patient comfort and welfare such as tending to the patients' non-medical requests such as requests
for drinks, snacks, magazines and personal care items. The volunteers also perform certain functions which are
generally the duties of compensated employees, including office duties and some duties which are performed by nurses
and orderlies. Some of the volunteer positions are staffed by a local service organization for which the hospital makes
donations. The volunteers do not work in compensated positions at the hospital nor do they receive remuneration from
the hospital or service organization.

Further, the hospital maintains several gift shops which sell flowers, balloons, gifts, publications, personal care items
and sundries, and which are generally staffed by volunteers. However, due to a lack of volunteers available or willing to
work on weekends and holidays, the hospital pays certain employees to [*2] work at these gift shops on weekends and
holidays. Specifically, you wish to know whether the staffing of these gift shops with volunteers would be in violation
of the FLSA.

Please note that we have a longstanding policy of limiting volunteer status to those individuals performing charitable
activities for not-for-profit organizations. In order for the FLSA to apply, an employment relationship must exist. The
FLSA defines the term "employ" as including "to suffer or permit to work." However, the Supreme Court has made it
clear that the FLSA was not intended "to stamp all persons as employees who, without any express or implied
compensation agreement, might work for their own advantage on the premises of another." In administering the FLSA,
the Department of Labor follows this judicial guidance in the case of individuals serving as unpaid volunteers in various
community services. Individuals who volunteer or donate their services, usually on a part-time basis, for public service,
religious, or humanitarian objectives, not as employees and without contemplation of pay, are not considered employees
of the religious, charitable, and similar not-for-profit organizations which receive [*3] their services.

With respect to individuals seeking to perform volunteer services in hospitals, the Department does not consider
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individuals who volunteer to minister directly to the comfort of the patients in a manner not otherwise provided by the
hospital to be employees under the FLSA. This could include reading to the patients, writing letters for the patients or
entertaining the patients, which are duties not ordinarily performed by nurses or other such employees of the hospital.
The work in the gift shop, however, does not involve ministering directly to the comfort of the patients and is on
occasion performed by paid employees of the hospital. Therefore, individuals working in the gift shop are employees
under the FLSA subject to the requirements of the Act.

This opinion is based exclusively on the facts and circumstances described in your request and is given on the basis of
your representation, explicit or implied, that you have provided a full and fair description of all the facts and
circumstances which would be pertinent to our consideration of the question presented. Existence of any other factual or
historical background not contained in your request might require [*4] a different conclusion than the one expressed
herein. You have also represented that this opinion is not sought on behalf of a client or firm which is under
investigation by the Wage and Hour Division, or which is in litigation with respect to, or subject to the terms of any
agreement or order applying, or requiring compliance with, the provisions of the FLSA.

We trust that the above information is responsive to your inquiry.

Sincerely,

Legal Topics:

For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Estate, Gift & Trust LawPersonal GiftsGeneral OverviewLabor & Employment LawEmployment RelationshipsGeneral
OverviewLabor & Employment LawWage & Hour LawsAdministrative Proceedings & RemediesInvestigative
Authority
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

1995 DOLWH LEXIS 48

September 11, 1995

JUDGES: Maria Echaveste, Administer

OPINION:

[*1]
This is in response to your inquires concerning the application of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) to
"volunteering" by employees of a for-profit employer. We regret the delay in responding to your inquiry.

As you know, we have a longstanding policy of limiting volunteer status to those individuals performing charitable
activities for not-for-profit organizations. On a rare occasion, we have considered as volunteers, and not employees,
individuals who performs activities of a charitable nature for a for-profit hospital, where the hospital does not derive
any immediate economic advantage from the activities of the volunteers and there is no expectation of compensation.
However, we have never opined that employees of for-profit hospitals may perform activities for their employers, and
we decline to do so here.

You also ask about volunteers with respect to organizations that provide hospice services to the terminally ill. You state
that there is an apparent conflict between FLSA and the medicare provisions of the Social Security Act (SSA) (42
U.S.C. 1302 et seq.). The latter [specifically, 42 U.S.C. 1395x [*2] (dd) (2) (E) (i)] defines a "hospice program," in part,
as an organization that "utilizes volunteers in its provision of care and services."

We do not believe that the SSA repeals the FLSA by implication with respect to volunteers. Nor do we believe that the
SSA necessarily creates a conflict with our policy on volunteers under the FLSA. We see no reason to treat hospice
volunteers differently than volunteers in a hospital situation. Therefore, the Wage and Hour Division will not assert an
employment relationship between a for-profit hospice and individuals who volunteer their services to perform activities
of a charitable nature, such as running errands, sitting with patients so that a family may have a break, and going to
funerals. We consider these types of activities to have humanitarian and, for some, religions implications, and are what
the Supreme Court was referring to when it mentioned "ordinary volunteerism" in Tony and Susan Alamo Foundation v.
Secretary of Labor, 471 U.S. 290 (1985).

On the other hand, individuals may not donate their services to hospices to do activities such as general office or
administrative work that are not charitable [*3] in nature. Moreover, with respect to those individuals already employed
by a hospice, they may not "volunteer" their services to the hospice.
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You have also asked a general question about whether employees of a for-profit organization may donate their service
without compensation for activities such as staffing a booth at a function where the employer displays its goods or
services, or working as a guide during an employer's "open house." The answer to this question is no. Employees may
not donate their services to their for-profit employers.

We trust that the above is responsive to your inquiry.

Sincerely,

Legal Topics:

For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Business & Corporate LawNonprofit Corporations & OrganizationsGeneral OverviewPublic Health & Welfare
LawSocial SecurityMedicareCoverageGeneral OverviewPublic Health & Welfare LawSocial
SecurityMedicareProvidersTypesHospitals
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

1998 DOLWH LEXIS 83

September 28, 1998

JUDGES: Daniel F. Sweeney, Office of Enforcement Policy, Fair Labor Standards Team

OPINION:

[*1]
Dear

This is in response to your request for an opinion concerning the application of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) to
volunteer ushers for a not-for-profit performing arts center. Specifically, you would like to know if these volunteer
ushers are exempt from the definition of "employees."

The center's mission is to bring quality performing arts to local residents. It recently entered into a long-term lease of a
medium-size theater, and announced that one of its goals in leasing the theater was to open a venue whose rental costs
would be affordable for not-for-profit performing arts groups. Typically, rental costs are driven by two factors: the costs
of the facility and the theater staff.

The theater's ushers are represented by their own local union. The center's current contract with this union, which
governs for-profit productions only, contains no minimum employment requirement for the theater. The center is
permitted under its union contract to hire whatever number of ushers in whatever classifications it deems necessary for
each performance. There is usually only one performance per day, lasting no more than three hours. The ushers are paid
between $ 24.50 and $ [*2] 36.50 per performance, and not per hour. Employees are entitled to overtime if they exceed
a contractual maximum number of performances in a single workweek, they work performances in excess of three hours
in duration, or if they work Sundays, holidays or more than two performances in a single day. The ushers also accrue
vacation pay based on their gross earnings. The center bills production companies who lease the theater the entire
expense of its ushers.

During collective bargaining negotiations, the center has proposed that it could lower the cost of ushers to non-profit
production companies by using a reduced core group of ushers who would be paid at union scale. The center would then
use volunteers to augment its core, paid usher staff. The volunteers would be drawn from a list developed by the center
through general advertisement, and it would require non-profit companies to provide their own personnel (presumably
volunteers) to complete the appropriate complement of ushers. Under both plans, the volunteers would receive no
compensation for their services, although they would be permitted to watch the non-profit performance for free. The
center hopes to recruit a sufficient [*3] number of volunteers so that different volunteers are used for each performance.
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The center believes that the volunteer ushers are not employees because (1) they work for their own advantage on the
premises of another, without promise or expectation of compensation; (2) they would not as a matter of economic
reality depend upon the business to which they render their service; (3) the amount of time rendered by each volunteer
usher is relatively insubstantial -- not more than two or three hours per a single night; (4) the center is a non-profit
organization, organized for charitable purposes: and (5) they would only be used with the consent of the union, which
weighs against the argument that the volunteers would replace regular employees.

We have a longstanding policy of limiting volunteer status to those individuals performing charitable activities for
not-for-profit organizations. In order for the FLSA to apply, an employment relationship must exist. The FLSA defines
the term "employ" as including "to suffer or permit to work." However, the Supreme Court has made it clear that the
FLSA was not intended "to stamp all persons as employees who, without any express or implied compensation [*4]
agreement, might work for their own advantage on the premises of another." In administering the FLSA, the
Department of Labor follows this judicial guidance in the case of individuals serving as unpaid volunteers in various
community services. Individuals who volunteer or donate their services, usually on a part-time basis, for public service,
religious, or humanitarian objectives, not as employees and without contemplation of pay, are not considered employees
of the religious, charitable, and similar not-for-profit organizations which receive their services.

In the situation you describe, the volunteer ushers would be expected to provide the same service that the permanent
ushers are being paid to provide, thereby reducing the need for a full complement of paid ushers. The use of unpaid
volunteer ushers during the performances sponsored by not-for-profit production companies would result in the
displacement of some number of regular paid ushers. In a previous opinion on a similar issue of the use of volunteers at
a not-for-profit hospital, the Department allowed that individuals who volunteered to minister directly to the comfort of
the patients in a manner not otherwise provided [*5] by the hospital, such as reading to, writing letters for and
entertaining the patients were not covered by the FLSA. However, the individuals who were volunteering to work in the
hospital gift shop were found to be covered by the law. These employees were not considered to be ministering directly
to the patients and the work in the gift shop was staffed at times by paid employees of the hospital.

Therefore, after a careful review of your submission, it is the Department's position that the individuals you propose as
volunteer ushers would be considered employees under the FLSA and have to be paid in accordance with the provisions
of the law.

This opinion is based exclusively on the facts and circumstances described in your request and is given on the basis of
your representation, explicit or implied, that you have provided a full and fair description of all the facts and
circumstances which would be pertinent to our consideration of the question presented. Existence of any other factual or
historical background not contained in your request might require a different conclusion than the one expressed herein.
You have also represented that this opinion is not sought on behalf of [*6] a client or firm which is under investigation
by the Wage and Hour Division, or which is in litigation with respect to, or subject to the terms of any agreement or
order applying, or requiring compliance with, the provisions of the FLSA.

We trust that the above information is responsive to your inquiry. If we can be of further assistance, please do not
hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,

Legal Topics:

For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Business & Corporate LawNonprofit Corporations & OrganizationsFormationContracts LawTypes of ContractsLease
AgreementsGeneral OverviewLabor & Employment LawEmployment RelationshipsGeneral Overview
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U.S. Department of Labor
Employment Standards Administration

Wage and Hour Division
Washington, D.C. 20210

1999 DOLWH LEXIS 103

September 30, 1999

JUDGES: Daniel F. Sweeney, Office of Enforcement Policy, Fair Labor Standards Team

OPINION:

[*1]
Dear

This is in response to your request for an opinion concerning the application of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) to
a not-for-profit organization which provides care and a variety of support services to persons with physical and mental
disabilities.

The disabled persons reside in a number of situations including residence with their own family members and in
facilities provided by your client and staffed by your client's employees. Your client's employees work in a variety of
positions which are both exempt and nonexempt under the FLSA. Some employees provide direct care and services to
disabled persons; others work in more indirect roles such as clerical, human resources, accounting and maintenance.

Your client provides periodic trips and outings for disabled persons that involve overnight travel, sightseeing, and
touring. These trips may last as long as two continuous weeks. They are designed to provide activities for disabled
persons that they would otherwise not be able to experience. In order to staff these trips and outings, the client solicits
volunteers from its employees who function as chaperons, tour guides, and companions. Because of the wide variety
and [*2] unpredictability involved in the activities, the number of hours that any one employee might devote
specifically to administering to the disabled persons as opposed to generally being a member of a touring party is
extremely difficult to determine.

To be eligible for selection for the trip, the employee must have basic first aid and related training. He or she is not
required to work in a direct care position for the employer. The client pays all travel, lodging and meal expenses for
those employees who accompany disabled persons on field trips.

You would like to know if time spent on the trips are considered "hours worked" within the meaning of the FLSA if
employees who participate in these trips do so voluntarily without any pressure or coercion from the employer. You
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would also like to know whether employees involved in these trips do so voluntarily when their normal jobs (e.g.,
secretary, clerk or accounting) do not involve regular direct care to the disabled, or when their regular jobs involve
feeding, bathing and other supervision of the disabled in a more "permanent" residential setting.

We have a longstanding policy of limiting volunteer status to those individuals performing [*3] charitable activities for
not-for-profit organizations. In order for the FLSA to apply, an employment relationship must exist. The FLSA defines
the term "employ" as including "to suffer or permit to work." However, the Supreme Court has made it clear that the
FLSA was not intended "to stamp all persons as employees who, without any express or implied compensation
agreement, might work for their own advantage on the premises of another." In administering the FLSA, the
Department of Labor follows this judicial guidance in the case of individuals serving as unpaid volunteers in various
community services. Individuals who volunteer or donate their services, usually on a part-time basis, for public service,
religious, or humanitarian objectives, not as employees and without contemplation of pay, are not considered employees
of the religious, charitable, and similar not-for-profit organizations which receive their services. Someone who is a paid
employee of a not-for-profit organization may not volunteer to perform the same type of services that they perform as a
part of their regular job. Moreover, if any employee including someone who typically performs unrelated duties is paid
his/her [*4] regular pay or any part of his/her pay, or receives compensation in a non-monetary form such as room and
board, or airfare, and free admission to amusement park or other recreational activities, the employee cannot also be in a
volunteer status.

In your incoming letter you ask if some or all of these employees are not considered volunteers while on field trips,
would the following compensation agreements violate the FLSA.

. Full time nonexempt employees would be paid for their normal weekly scheduled hours ranging
from 35 to 40 hours at an hourly rate of pay equal to or greater than the applicable minimum wage
for the first full workweek they are continuously on such a trip. Additional days on the trip beyond
the first workweek would be paid from the employee's accumulated paid leave account. Because
their exact hours of "duty" would be difficult to determine, there would be an understanding in
effect similar to that addressed in Regulations § 785.23.

Additional information on the nonexempt employees was provided to a member of my staff as
follows: Nonexempt employees would seldom be asked to volunteer to go on field trips that are for
more than one week. Nonexempt [*5] employees who have no accrued leave or who run out of
leave would be advanced paid leave to be earned later. New nonexempt employees who have not
accrued any leave would not be qualified for or selected to participate in field trips as volunteers.

. Employees exempt under the "white collar" exemptions would receive their regular salary for the
first workweek spent on any trip. Additional days or weeks spent on the trip would be paid for so
that the exempt employee would receive his or her regular salary for the workweek with the
understanding that these additional days on the trip beyond the first workweek would be deducted
from their accumulated paid leave account.

Before addressing the specific compensation arrangements, it may be helpful to review the principles for determining
what are compensable "hours worked." In general, hours worked includes all time an employee may be on duty at the
employer's premises or at any other prescribed place of work. However, in the situation you present, there are periods
when employees are "off duty", and are completely relieved from duty and which are long enough to enable the
employee to use his/her time effectively for his/her [*6] own purposes. Such off-duty periods are not hours worked,
and, therefore, are not compensable under the FLSA. Section 785.16.

Since section 785.23 is not applicable to the situation you describe, we assume you are referring to the 24-hour
duty/sleep time provision under section 785.22 of Regulations, Part 785. Your letter does not contain sufficient detail
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for us to make a definitive decision in regard to the situation you describe. However, where an employee is required to
be on duty for 24 hours or more, the employer and the employee may agree to exclude bona fide meal periods and a
bona fide regularly scheduled sleeping period of not more than 8 hours from hours worked, provided adequate sleeping
facilities are furnished by the employer and the employee can usually enjoy an uninterrupted night's sleep. If the
sleeping period is of more than 8 hours, only 8 hours may be credited. Where no expressed or implied agreement to the
contrary is present, the 8 hours of sleeping time and meal periods constitute hours worked. If the sleeping period is so
interrupted that the employee cannot get at least 5 hours of sleep, the entire period is working time.

Nonexempt Employee

A nonexempt [*7] employee would have to be paid at least the minimum wage for all hours worked in caring for and
attending to the disabled persons and overtime for all hours in excess of 40 in each workweek. Merely paying this
employee for the normal workweek or 35 to 40 hours may not be sufficient, if the employee is required to be available
to assist the disabled person(s) for extended time periods because of the nature and circumstances of the one or
two-week field trips. It should be noted that the fact that the employer reduces the employees leave balances for a period
of up to one week of the scheduled trip or outing is an issue that should be resolved by the employer and the employee.

Exempt Employee

For an exempt employee, several situations are possible with differing outcomes. First: An exempt employee may
participate in these activities and provided (1) his/her primary duty remains exempt work and (2) the employee receives
his/her full pay for each week of such activity, the overtime exemption would not be lost. This could be true regardless
of whether the employer reduced the employee's leave banks or made no deductions in the amount of leave available to
the exempt employee. [*8] In either case the employee must receive his/her full salary. Second: The exempt employee
could be converted to an hourly paid nonexempt employee for the duration of the one to two-week trip and paid at least
the minimum wage for all hours worked and overtime for all hours in excess of 40 in each workweek during the entire
duration of the trip. The employee could not perform any of his/her exempt duties while being paid in a nonexempt
status during the trip or outing. The change to nonexempt status would have to be made on a full workweek basis.

With respect to the use of accrued leave for exempt employees, where an employer has proposed a bona fide benefits
plan, it is permissible to substitute or reduce the accrued leave in the plan for the time an employee is absent from work
even if it is less than a full day without affecting the salary basis of payment, if by substituting or reducing such leave
the employee receives in payment an amount equal to his/her guaranteed salary. Payment of an amount equal to the
employee's guaranteed salary must be made even if the employee has no accrued benefits in the leave bank account, and
the account has a negative balance where the employee's [*9] absence is for less than a full day. Further, section
541.118(a) states that an exempt employee need not be paid in any workweek in which he/she performs no work.

This opinion is based exclusively on the facts and circumstances described in your request and is given on the basis of
your representation, explicit or implied, that you have provided a full and fair description of all the facts and
circumstances which would be pertinent to our consideration of the question presented. Existence of any other factual or
historical background not contained in your request might require a different conclusion than the one expressed herein.
You have also represented that this opinion is not sought on behalf of a client or firm that is under investigation by the
Wage and Hour Division, or which is in litigation with respect to, or subject to the terms of any agreement or order
applying, or requiring compliance with, the provisions of the FLSA.

We trust that the above information is responsive to your inquiry.

Sincerely,

Legal Topics:
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For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
Labor & Employment LawEmployment RelationshipsEmployment at WillEmployeesLabor & Employment LawWage
& Hour LawsCoverage & DefinitionsEmploy
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